
1670 Sports & Entertainment is Seeking fulfillment of the following Positions; 

 

Race of Champions (All Race of Champions positions are part-time and may require some travel dependent on 

the location of the potential candidate. Locations include Spencer Speedway in Williamson, NY; Chemung (NY) 

Speedrome; Holland (NY) Speedway and Lake Erie Speedway in North East, PA). 

 

Officials / Pit Stewards; Assist with the presentation, administration and actual running of a stock car racing event. 

Officials may be required to flag cars, deliver messages to teams and direct traffic in an effort to offer participants 

and fans an efficient, exciting and professionally executed event. No experience is necessary and proper training 

will be provided. 

 

Technical Inspectors; Assist in technical inspection, pre and post-race. Develop and be trained in skilled areas that 

require detailed attention. Inspectors may be required to work during other times of the events as officials and/or 

with other details as required. No experience is required, mechanical background is preferred. Proper training will 

be provided. 

 

Series Registrar; Register drivers and teams for competition, answer questions and assist in managing equipment 

and series areas during an event night. No experience is necessary and proper training will be provided. 

 

Victory Lane Coordination; Assist with presentation and coordination of victory lane ceremonies. Proper training 

will be provided. 

 

Marketing / Sales / Activation Coordinator; An aggressive sales person with marketing skills that is able to attend 

events and engage in partnership activation on a multitude of levels. The position will be  

commission based. Experience is preferred but not required. 

 

Ticketing / Credentialing; Enthusiastic customer service based people to work in ticketing and potentially 

credentials. This job is required to handle money (cash and electronically) and be held accountable. No experience 

is necessary, proper training provided. 

 

Ticketing Gate Personnel; Enthusiastic customer service based people to work at main and competitor gate 

entrances. Responsible for ticket taking and examining for proper credentials. This position requires lengthy 

outdoor periods and may be required to direct people who are not to be admitted due to lack of proper tickets or 

credentials. No experience is necessary, proper training provided. 

 

BKH Speed and Custom Parts (All BKH postion are part-time and may require some travel dependent on the 

location of the potential candidate. Locations include Ransomville (NY)  Speedway). 

 

 

Fuel Sales / Part / Trailer Attendant; Reliable individual who enjoys attending events and is driven to work. Some 

heavy lifting will be required. Some mechanical and/or fuel experience is preferred but not necessary. Proper 

training will be provided. 

 

Tire Inventory Assistant; Attend events, scan, inventory and track tires. Some heavy lifting may be required. Some 

experience is preferred but not necessary. Proper training will be provided. 

 

RPM Newsletter and Workshops (All RPM positions are part-time and may require some travel dependent on the 

location of the potential candidate. Locations include Reno, NV; Indianapolis, IN and Daytona Beach, FL). 

 



 

Marketing / Sales / Activation Coordinator; An aggressive sales person with marketing skills that is able to attend 

events and engage in partnership activation on a multitude of levels. The position will be  

commission based. Experience is preferred but not required. 

 

Ticketing / Credentialing; Enthusiastic customer service based people to work in ticketing and potentially 

credentials. This job is required to handle money (cash and electronically) and be held accountable. No experience 

is necessary, proper training provided. 

 

Author / Contributor / Assistant Editor; Potential Author, Contributor and/or Assistant editor for the RPM 

Newsletter. This process will be selective with managed and gauged opportunity. Candidates must supply writing 

samples and offer what software candidate is comfortable with. Must be self-motivated, creative and have 

motorsports industry knowledge.  


